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AC angular frequency, 2
access system lines, 183
AC resistance, 7
active component, 163
active power, 2
actual, 19
additive, 225
adjustment of load curve, 255
adjustment of measuring point, 188
admittance, 191
aggregate level, 294
agricultural electric lines, 82
aluminum conductors, steel-cored aluminum wires, 7
analytical formula, 31
angle error, 18
Anneberg formula, 135
apparent power, 48
approximate formula, 28
armored cable loss, 141
average loss allocation method, 209
axioms, 225
back transmission, 70
bare conductor, 7
Beijing–Tianjin–Tangshan power grids, 312
benefit evaluation, 181
benefit loss reduction, 178
bias ratio, 175
binomial, 29
biomass power generation, 179
boundary conditions, 36
branch line, 151
breakers, 257
break-even point, 282
broken line approximate expression, 18
bulk power sales quantity, 6
bundled conductors, 134
business conceptual model, 309
cable core, 1
cable sheath, 143
cross-linked cable, 141
impregnated paper insulated cable, 141
oil-filled cable, 144
PVC cable, 141
single core coaxial cable, 1
calibration, 19
capacitance, 1
capacitor, 1, 148
all-film dielectric capacitor, 148
certain event, 34
coal-electricity price linkage, 297
coalition, 224
compensation, 69
capacity, 69
under compensation, 69
degree, 69
weak over compensation, 69
complex trading, 223
comprehensive line loss rate, 118
comprehensive load, 105
concentrated loads, 152
conductance, leakage conductance of dielectric, 2
conductivity, 2
constraint condition, 190
consumer, 117
with loss, 117
without loss, 117
convergence criterion, 186
cooperative game, 224
corrected, 135
correlation coefficient, 47
cost constituent ration, 301
criteria, 4, 134
critical field intensity, 132
critical increased losses, 219
cross-subsidization, 213
current load curve, active
corrected load curve, 3
curve fitting method, 138
data mining (DM), 323
data warehouse (DW), 323
decreasing order, 241
dedicated lines, 73
density, energy flow density, 1
deepth, 36
corona loss, 135
valley depth, 36
derivative, 88
deviation, 10, 89
voltage deviation, 10
dielectric, 2
constant, 2
magnetizing, 2
particles, 2
digital filtering, 185
direct integration, 110
direct supply customers, 210
dispatching, data platform, 324
dispersion co-efficient method, 168
distribution function, 36
distribution density function, 37
double component balance method, 162
economic signal, 216
eddy, 144
electrical field intensity, 132
electric boilers, 150
electric energy metering system, 18, 189
electric supply, 3
structure, 113
electronic watt-hour meter, 18
energy-saving, 260
conductors, 261
hardware, 260
enterprise conceptual model, 309
terprise resource planning (ERP), 313
equal time equivalent load, 53
equivalent load curve, 53
equivalent node power model, 190
equivalent reactive compensation electric
ergy, 242
equivalent reactive compensation electric
power, 241
equivalent resistance method, 157
error, 18
variable, 260
evaluation, benefit evaluation, 260
excitation, 191
expected mean, 35
exponential curve, 26
expression, higher order
expression, 89
externality, 91
fiducial point load, 204
field effect transistor, 18
fitting effect, 47
flow tracing method, 209
form coefficient, 14
frequency, 7
full period, 181
function generator, 18
fuse, 148
game theory, 224
general formula, 35
global positioning system (GPS), 187
gradient, 133
grid, 4
China Southern Power, 4
State-Corporation of China, 4
grounding model, 145
ground wire, 260
group efficiency, 225
hardware system, 18
harmonic, control technology, 261
high-frequency diode, 18
high-temperature superconducting technology, 261
high-voltage power grid, 183
hot-rolled silicon-steel sheet, 92
hysteresis, 144

ideal load curve, 23
illumination load, 52
imbalance coefficient, 138
inclusion of load loss coefficient, 94
increase rate function, 122
indicator, 6
inductance, 2
initialization, 19
installation, 241
instantaneous peak, 31
insulating layers, 141
insulating sleeve, 258
insulator, 258
integral, 2
of active power loss, 2
integral equations, 45
integrated steel tape armored cable, 143
internalization, 299
investment, 75
iron loss, 7
iteration, 186

junction manhole, 145

kernel method, 230
kvar, 76

lagers, 26
large regional power grid, 5
lean management, 207
line loss prediction, 263
line loss rate, 3
comprehensive line loss rate, 6
link, 282
cost, 282
electric price, 282
output end, 304
load curve, 10
load duration curve, 10
load factor, 12
load flow calculation, 184
load line loss rate, 110

loop, 232
closed loop, 232
open loop, 232
loss, 1
allocation, 209
increment method, 224
loss factor, 16
loss of load probability (LOLP), 290
management information system, 5
structure coefficient, 122

magnetic conductivity, 2
main transformer, 146
mapping relation, 44
margin, 3
marginal, 126
marginal line loss, 126
marginal loss coefficient method, 209
marginal loss electric price, 214
marketing system, 324
mass information, 309
mathematical expectation, 37
metropolises, 29
minimum load rate, 12
moment, second-order central moment, 40
monopolized industries, 300
Monte-Carlo method, 41
multi-branch line, 157
multi-dimensional array, 324
multiple-factor analyses, 122
multi-section electricity price, 292
mutant, 16

natural power distribution, 232
natural power factor, 73
network topology, 312
node equivalent power, 190
node loss coefficient method, 209
no-load line loss rate, 110
normal distribution, 10
numerator polynomial, 110

objective function, 190
off-peak power factor, 184
on-grid price, 294
online analysis processing (OLAP), 323
on-line computation, 184
optimal distribution, 126
optimistic time, 63
overhead line, 7
overload, 22
parallel operation, 147
parameter, characterization load curve, 12
peak, 24
  height, 36
  load, 24
  peak-valley time of use price, 290
pessimistic time, 43
phasing, 57
photovoltaic power generation, 179
point-by-point simplification method, 153
polarization loss, 2
power, 1
  power factor, 16
  transmission lines, 132
power grid
  enterprises, 4
  unit, 50, 131
power sales quantity, 3
  with loss, 117
  without loss, 117
poynting vector, 1
predict, 87
prefectural power grid, 183
price system in cap, 300
primary, 146
  side, 146
  winding, 146
procedure, 41
profit and tax amount, 282
program evaluation review technique (PERT), 43
provincial power grid, 5
proximal effect, 141
PVC insulated cable, 141
Pythagoras Theorem, 35
quantity electricity, 3
rated, 146
ratio, 18
  cost-profit-ratio, 303
  debt asset ratio, 303
  debt service coverage ratio, 303
  error, 18
  interest coverage ratio, 303
raw data, 185
reactive power, 9
reactor, 149
real-time calculation, 186
real-time price, 289
receiving ends, 81
recursive calculation, 292
reduction effect, 115
redundancy, 186
regional marginal loss electricity price method, 216
regional power grids, 183
relative dielectric constant, 141
relaxed load, 228
reliable, 197
representative day, 21
resource, distribution resource, 178
return on assets, 303
reverse calculation, 304
reverse flow, 179
rms current method, 21
rolling prediction method, 272
sales businesses price, 290
samples, 30
saving modes, 186
scalar quantity, 210
seamless connection, 291
sensitivity coefficient, 228
separation between power plants and power grids, 4, 209
separation main business and ancillary, 300
sequential set, 33
series current-limiting reactor, 149
Shapley method, 224
sheath loss, 143
short-term marginal cost, 289
single electricity purchaser model, 290
skin effect, 7
smooth current method, 26
social responsibilities, 332
staggering peak, 154
standard power grid, 197
star connection, 18
state estimating, 185
statically indeterminate equations, 185
statistical criteria, 4
sub-conductor, 135
subsection integration, 32
subset, 216
superposition of peak values, 210
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, 185
symmetry, 225
synchronous compensator, 149
temperature coefficient, 8
three-mode division, 44
three-phase line, 16
tie lines, 54
time division multiplier, 18
time tag, 187
total line loss rate, 109
transformer, 54
  longitudinal and transverse voltage regulating transformer, 235
  three-winding transformer, 132
two-winding transformer, 132
transit electric supply, 6, 119
trinomial, 30
triple load power supply model, 211
triplicate, 134
typical significance, 24

unequal time equivalent load curve, 57
union set, 216
unique, 211
unit price of electricity purchase, 282
urban public lines, 73

vague, 43
valley filling, 197
value creation processes, 313
variable cost, 294
variant current, 23
virtual distribution, 195
visual management, 312
voltage, 9
  characteristics, 105
  drop measurements, 175
  sensitive customers, 333
warehouse, 309
watt-hour, 18
weighted average, 8
  method, 151
  temperature, 8
  voltage, 9
whole coal consumption power supply, 290, 301